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We recently suggested a nonlocal modification of Einstein’s field equations in which Newton’s
constant G was promoted to a covariant differential operator GΛ(2g). The latter contains two
independent contributions, which operate respectively in the infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV)
energy regimes. In the light of the recent direct gravitational radiation measurements we aim
to determine the UV-modified 1.5 post-Newtonian radiative quadrupole moment of a generic n-
body system. We eventually use these initial results in the particular context of a binary system
and observe that in the limit vanishing UV parameters we precisely recover the corresponding
general relativistic results. Moreover we observe that the leading order deviation of the UV-modified
radiative quadrupole moment numerically coincides with findings obtained in the framework of
calculations performed previously in the context of possible deviations of the perihelion precession
of Mercury.
I. INTRODUCTION
In chapter I we summarize the results outlined in [4] before we work out, in chapter I B, the 1.5 post-Newtonian
radiative quadrupole moment of a generic n-body system in the context of a particular nonlocal field theory of gravity.
We close the discussion of this manuscript, in chapter II, by a brief discussion of the of the main results obtained in
this article.
A. The nonlocally modified Einstein field equations
The existence of a direct correlation between the gravitational field and a matter source term was discovered long
before Albert Einstein published his famous field equations, Gαβ =
8π
c4 G Tαβ, where Gαβ is the Einstein curvature
tensor and Tαβ the energy-momentum tensor [1]. Nevertheless it was only Einstein’s theory of general relativity
(GR) which was able, via the concept of spacetime curvature, to provide a deeper understanding of the true nature
of gravity. Only one year after the final formulation of his theory of gravity, Einstein predicted the existence of
gravitational waves, generated by time variations of the mass quadrupole moment of the source. Although the direct
experimental detection is extremely challenging because of the waves’ remarkably small amplitude [2, 3], gravitational
radiation has been measured indirectly since the mid seventies of the past century in the context of binary systems
[7? –10]. Precisely one century after Einstein’s theoretical prediction, an international collaboration of scientists
(LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration) reported the first direct observation of gravitational waves
[11–17]. The first direct wave signal GW150914 was detected independently by the two LIGO detectors and its main
features point to the coalescence of two stellar black holes. Three months later the same collaboration was able to
perform a second direct gravitational wave measurement GW151226 allowing for an even better estimation of the
stellar black hole population as well as for more robust constraints on possible general relativity deviations [14]. Quite
recently the two American detectors of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration as well as the European detector of the
VIRGO Collaboration were able to simultaneously perform, on two different continents, direct gravitational waves
measurements (GW170814) [16]. This first simultaneous measurement was supplemented by the gravitational wave
signal (GW170817), detected separately, both by the LIGO and the Virgo interferometers. This particular signal
was the first observation of a binary neutron star inspiral [17]. In this regard it is no surprise that this year’s Nobel
Prize in Physics was awarded to three of LIGO’s most renowned pioneers, Barry C. Barish (Caltech), Kip S. Throne
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2(Caltech) and Rainer Weiss (MIT)1. Despite the great success of Einstein’s theory in describing the gravitational field
some challenges remain yet unsolved. The most prominent questions are the dark energy and dark matter problems,
the physical interpretation of black hole curvature singularities or the question of how to unify quantum mechanics
and general relativity. In order to circumvent some of these issues many potentially viable alternative theories of
gravity have been developed over the past decades [39–44].
1. Nonlocal interactions
The subject of field theories containing nonlocal interactions is a rather old idea that regained more and more
attention over the past recent years. In this regard early attempts were made to introduce the concept of nonlocality
into quantum field theory in order to remove ultraviolet divergencies occurring in the perturbation expansion of the S-
matrix [47–49, 59, 69, 79–82]. Despite the success of perturbative renormalization in quantum electrodynamics (QED)
in the late forties, the idea that local interactions may only be a low energy approximation to a more fundamental
underlying theory of nonlocal interactions continued to be prominent in the fifties [47–51, 80, 81]. More recently the
subject regained strong interest in connection with nonlocal theories of gravity, nonlocal models of cosmology as well
as the nonlocality appearing in string field theory vertices [54, 57, 83, 84]. It was shown that nonlocal modifications
can achieve ultraviolet finiteness or at least lead to superrenormalizability in the presence of gauge interactions. At
the same time unitarity can be preserved, at least perturbatively, for thoroughly chosen analyticity conditions that
have to be imposed on the nonlocal interactions. However, the causality issue remains a central concern, both in the
classical as well as in the quantum theory. A way to physically motivate and to introduce the concept of nonlocality
into field theories is to assume that spacetime itself has some kind of graininess at a very fundamentally small length
scale [70, 82, 89, 92? ]. In this context one can assume that the stochastic nature of spacetime could than manifest
itself in the interactions between fields and could be introduced, via nonlocal terms, at the level of the interaction
Lagrangian of different fields. Let us illustrate this particular idea by an example borrowed from quantum field theory,
L(x) = 1
2
ϕ(x)
(
2−m2)ϕ(x) − g[ ∫ d4y K(x− y) ϕ(y)]4, (1)
where K(x − y) is the delocalization kernel (nonlocal form factor) defined, K(x − y) = K(l22)δ4(x − y) =∑+∞
n=0
cn
(2n)!(l
2
2)nδ4(x − y), in terms of the generalized functions [47–51, 80–82]. Here l is a parameter of dimen-
sion length, cn are coefficients of the series expansion and 2 is the flat spacetime d’Alembert operator. We observe
from the interaction term in the Lagrangian, outlined in equation (1), that the field is not evaluated at a single point
in spacetime, thus the interaction is nonlocal. As already mentioned previously, some authors believe that the idea
of nonlocality is intimitatedly related to some kind of roughness of the spactime manifold itself. Especially in the
context of theories of unified interactions the possibility was put forward that spacetime might be endowed with some
sort of minimal length leading to a discretization of the manifold at a very fundamental scale [70, 82, 89, 92? ]. As
we have already claimed previously, the subject of nonlocal modifications in field theories has a rather long history
and in this sense many different nonlocally modified theories are currently under investigation. Some of these theories
originate from a top-down approach, in which theories that try to unify the fundamental interactions of physics exhibit
a possible nonlocality, while others arise from purely bottom-up considerations [19–21, 36–38, 40, 43, 54–58, 60–68].
2. The nonlocal field equations
In this context we will, in the remaining part of this chapter, resume the main features of the nonlocally modified
theory of gravity outlined for the first time in [4]. It should be observed that the main difference between our field
equations and the standard theory of gravity is that in our approach Newton’s gravitational constant is promoted to
a covariant differential operator,
Gαβ =
8π
c4
GΛ(2g) Tαβ, (2)
where 2g = ∇α∇α is the covariant d’Alembert operator and
√
Λ is the scale where infrared (IR) modifications become
important. The covariant d’Alembert operator is sensitive to the characteristic wavelength of the gravitating system
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3under consideration 1/
√−2g ∼ λc. We will see that our precise model will be constructed in such a way that the
long-distance modification (IR term) is almost inessential for processes varying in spacetime much faster than 1/
√
Λ
and large for slower phenomena at wavelengths ∼
√
Λ and larger. In this regard spatially extended processes varying
very slowly in time, with a small characteristic frequency νc ∼ 1/λc, will produce less spacetime curvature than smaller
fast moving objects which couple to the gravitational field in almost the usual way. Cosmologically extended processes
with a small characteristic frequency will effectively decouple from the gravitational field. John Wheeler’s famous
statement about the mutual influence of matter and spacetime curvature remains of course true, the precise form of
the coupling differs however according to the dynamical nature of the gravitating object under consideration. Indeed
promoting Newton’s constant G to a differential operator GΛ(2g) allows for an interpolation between the Planckian
value of the gravitational constant and its long distance magnitude [20, 21], GP > GΛ(2g) > GL. Thus the differential
operator acts like a high-pass filter with a macroscopic distance filter scale
√
Λ. In this way sources characterized
by characteristic wavelengths much smaller than the filter scale (λc ≪
√
Λ) pass undisturbed through the filter and
gravitate normally, whereas sources characterized by wavelengths larger than the filter scale are effectively filtered
out [18, 19]. In a more quantitative way we can see how this filter mechanism works by introducing the dimensionless
parameter, z = −Λ2g ∼ Λ/λ2c ,
G(z)→ G, |z| ≫ 1 (λc ≪ 1), G(z)→ 0, |z| ≪ 1 (λc ≫ 1). (3)
For small and fast moving objects with large values of |z| (small characteristic wavelengths) the covariant coupling
operator will essentially reduce to Newton’s constant G, whereas for slowly varying processes characterized by small
values of |z| (large characteristic wavelengths) the coupling will be much smaller. Despite the fact that the equations
of motion (2) are themselves generally covariant, they cannot, for nontrivial GΛ(2g), be represented as a metric
variational derivative of a diffeomorphism invariant action. The solution to this problem was suggested in [20, 21, 45]
by considering equation (2) only as a first, linear in the curvature, approximation for the correct equations of motion.
To specify our discussion we introduce at this stage the precise form of the covariant coupling operator used in this
manuscript,
GΛ(2g) = Gκ(2g) · FΛ(2g). (4)
We observe that GΛ(2g) is composed by an ultraviolet (UV) modification term, Gκ = G1−σeκ2g , and an infrared
(IR) contribution, FΛ = Λ2gΛ2g−1 . It should be noticed that in the limit of vanishing wavelengths or infinitely large
frequencies, we recover Einstein’s theory of general relativity as the UV-term reduces to the Newtonian coupling
constant (limz→+∞ Gκ(z) = G) and the IR-term goes to one (limz→+∞ FΛ = 1). The IR-degravitation essentially
comes from limz→0 FΛ(z) = 0 while the UV-term limz→0 Gκ(z) = G1−σ taken alone does not vanish in this particular
limit. In table I we outline the characteristic wavelengths of three physical systems operating in different energy
regimes. For each of the three energy processes we present the deviations in the coupling strengths generated by the
UV and IR covariant differential operators. It is interesting to observe that for microscopic objects, characterised
by short wavelengths, the deviations caused by both operators are negligible. For astrophysical systems, like the
Double Pulsar system [9, 10], the effect caused by the UV term is 32 orders of magnitude stronger than the one
generated by the IR operator. However in the context of the vacuum energy the situation is completely reversed.
While the UV deviation remains essentially the same, the IR term leads to a strong modification in the coupling
strength when compared to standard theory of gravity (GR). Moreover it should be noticed that, in contrary to most
of the UV terms studied in the literature, our term is most sensible to intermediate wavelengths or larger. In this
regard we do not observe a UV degravitation in the limit of infinitely rapid energy processes but we merely recover
in this limit the standard field equations, lim+∞Gκ(z) = G. On the other side this term is not an IR term either as
we do not observe an IR degravitation, limz→0 Gκ(z) = 0, in the limit of slowly varying energy processes. The UV
term discussed in this manuscript actually interpolates between a strong UV (SUV) term, where we observe an UV
degravitation, limz→+∞GSUV (z) = 0, and an IR term characterised by an IR degravitation, limz→0 FΛ(z) = 0. A
more detailed discussion about the simplest SUV term (limz→+∞ e−
l2
UV
Λ z = 0) can be found in [45, 46, 52]. From
an astrophysical point of view it should however be noticed that the deviation in the coupling strength caused by
this SUV term, |G − G e−l2UV /λ2D | ≈ 0, is rather small compared to deviations (Table I) generated by our soft UV
operator. For completeness we also remind that in the limit of a small UV parameter κ and an infinitely extended
Universe, Λκ → ∞, the (soft) UV poles are removed from the complex plane and unitarity (no ghosts) is restored
[4]. Finally it should be remarked that the covariant d’Alembert operator
√−2g ∼ 1/λc does not only measure the
spacetime variations of energy processes but is also sensitive to the amount of spacetime curvature produced by the
object under consideration. Therefore the results presented in table I are only approximately correct in the sense that
in addition to the scale discussion outlined above we have to take into account that nonlocal modifications become
more important with increasing spacetime curvature.
4Scale: Microscopic Astrophysical Cosmological
System: Proton Double Pulsar Vacuum Energy
Wavelength: λP ∼ 10
−15 m λD ∼ 10
+12 m λV ∼ 10
+30 m
IR-term:
∣
∣1− FΛ(λP )
∣
∣ ∼ 10−90
∣
∣1− FΛ(λD)
∣
∣ ∼ 10−36
∣
∣1− FΛ(λV )
∣
∣ ∼ 0.5
UV-term:
∣
∣G− Gκ(λP )
∣
∣ ∼ 10−78
∣
∣G− Gκ(λD)
∣
∣ ∼ 10−4
∣
∣G − Gκ(λV )
∣
∣ ∼ 10−4
TABLE I: IR and UV deviations from the standard coupling (GR) between the gravitational field and three physical systems
operating on different scales. The precise form of the IR and UV terms are, FΛ(λ) =
Λ/λ2
Λ/λ2+1
, Gκ(λ) = G [1 − σe
−κ/λ2 ]−1,
respectively and Λ = 1060 m2, σ = 2 · 10−4 and κ = 5 · 10−3 m2.
3. The nonlocal wave equation
We saw in [4–6] that the nonlocally modified wave equation naturally originates from the quest of sharing out some
of the complexity of the nonlocal coupling operator G(2g) to both sides of the relaxed Einstein equations. We have
shown previously in this subsection that it is possible to split the nonlocal coupling operator, acting on the matter
source term Tαβ, into a flat space contribution G(2) multiplied by a highly nonlinear differential piece H(2, w). We
aim to summarize first what this means for the effective energy-momentum tensor, T αβ = G(2) H(w, ∂) Tαβ. In
the pursuit of removing some of the differential complexity from the effective energy-momentum tensor T αβ we will
apply the inverse flat spacetime operator G−1(2) to both sides of the relaxed Einstein field equation, G−1(2) 2hαβ =
− 16πGc4 G−1(2)
[
(−g)T αβ + ταβLL + ταβH
]
. We will see that it is precisely this mathematical operation which will finally
lead us to derive the nonlocal wave equation,
2c h
αβ(x) = −16πG
c4
Nαβ(x). (5)
where 2c is the effective d’Alembert operator 2c =
[
1−σeκ∆] 2 [4? –6]. Nαβ is a pseudotensorial quantity which we
will call in the remaining part of this article the effective energy-momentum pseudotensor, Nαβ = G−1(2)
[
(−g)T αβ+
ταβLL + τ˜
αβ
H
]
, where τ˜αβm = (−g)T αβ is the effective matter pseudotensor, ταβLL = (−g)tαβLL is the Landau-Lifshitz
pseudotensor and τ˜αβH = (−g)tαβH + G(2)Oαβ(h) is the effective harmonic gauge pseudotensor where Oαβ(h) =
−σ∑+∞n=1 (κ)nn! ∂2n0 eκ∆2hαβ is the iterative post-Newtonian potential correction contribution. This term is added to
the right-hand-side of the wave equation very much like the harmonic gauge contribution is added to the right-hand-
side for the standard relaxed Einstein equation [24, 25, 28, 30, 39]. It should be noticed that the modified d’Alembert
operator 2c is of the same post-Newtonian order than the standard d’Alembert operator, 2c = O(c−2) and reduces
to the usual one in the limit of vanishing UV modification parameters, limσ,κ→0 2c = 2. In the same limits the
effective pseudotensor Nαβ reduces to the general relativistic one, limσ,κ→0 Nαβ = ταβ . The second limit is less
straight forward, but from the precise form of T αβ as well as from the inverse differential operator G−1(2) we can
see that we recover the usual effective energy-momentum pseudotensor, ταβ = ταβm + τ
αβ
LL + τ
αβ
H . Further conceptual
and computational details on this very important quantities are provided in [4]. At the level of the wave equations,
these two properties can be summarized by the following relation,
2c h
αβ(x) = −16πG
c4
Nαβ(x) =⇒
σ,κ→0
2 hαβ(x) = −16πG
c4
ταβ(x). (6)
In order to solve this equation we will use, in analogy to the standard wave equation, the following ansatz, hαβ(x) =
− 16πGNc4
∫
d4y G(x− y) Nαβ(y), together with the identity for the effective Green function, 2cG(x − y) = δ(x− y),
5to solve for the potentials hαβ of the modified wave equation. Following the usual procedure [28, 31, 32], presented
in [4], we obtain the Green function in momentum space,
G(k) =
1
(k0)2 − |k|2 + σ
e−κ|k|
2
(k0)2 − |k|2 + · · · . (7)
It should be noticed that the first of these two contributions will eventually give rise to the usual Green func-
tion [4? –6]. These considerations finally permit us to work out an expression for the retarded Green function,
Gr(x − y) = GGRr + GNLr , where, GGRr = −14π δ(x
0−|x−y|−y0)
|x−y| , is the well known retarded Green function and
GNLr =
−1
4π
1
|x−y|
σ
2
√
κπ
e−
(x0−|x−y|−y0)2
4κ is the nonlocal correction term. In this way we are able to recover in the
limit of vanishing modification parameters the usual retarded Green function, limσ,κ→0 Gr(x − y) = GGRr . In addi-
tion it should be pointed out that we have, by virtue of the exponential representation of the Dirac distribution, the
following result, limκ→0 12√κπ e
− (x0−|x−y|−y0)4κ = δ(x0 − |x− y| − y0). In analogy to the purely general relativistic case
we can write down the formal solution to the modfied wave equation,
hαβ(x) =
4 G
c4
∫
dy
Nαβ(x0 − |x− y|,y)
|x− y| . (8)
The retarded effective pseudotensor can be decomposed into two independent pieces according to the two contri-
butions coming from the retarded Green function, Nαβ(x0 − |x − y|,y) = DNαβ(y0,y) + σENαβ(y0,y), where
for later convenience we introduced the following two integral operators, D = ∫ dy0 δ(x0 − |x − y| − y0) and
E = ∫ dy0 1
2
√
πκ
e−
(xo−|x−y|−yo)2
4κ .
4. The effective nonlocal pseudotensor
From [4? , 5] we recall the precise expression for the matter contribution of the effective pseudotensor, Nαβm =
G−1(2)
[
(−g) T αβ] = [G(2)]−1[(−g) G(2) Bαβ]. In order to extract from this expression all the relevant pieces that
lie within the order of accuracy that we aim to work at in this article, we essentially need to address two different tasks.
In a first step we have to review the leading terms of Bαβ (chapter ??) and see in how far they may contribute to the 1.5
post-Newtonian order of accuracy. In a second step we have to analyze how the differential operator G−1(2) acts on
the product of the metric determinant (−g) multiplied by the energy-momentum tensor T αβ = G(2) Bαβ. Although
this formal operation will lead to additional terms, the annihilation of the operator G(2) with its inverse counterpart
will substantially simplify the differential structure of the original energy-momentum tensor T αβ . Before we come to
the two tasks mentioned above we first need to set in place a couple of preliminary results. From a technical point of
view we need to introduce the operators of instantaneous potentials, 2−1[τ¯ ] =
∑+∞
k=0
(
∂
c∂t
)2k
∆−k−1[τ¯ ] [30, 34, 35].
This operator is instantaneous in the sense that it does not involve any integration over time. However one should
be aware that unlike the inverse retarded d’Alembert operator, this instantaneous operator will be defined only when
acting on a post-Newtonian series τ¯ . Another important computational tool which we borrow from [30, 34, 35] are
the generalized iterated Poisson integrals, ∆−k−1[τ¯m](x, t) = − 14π
∫
dy |x−y|
2k−1
(2k)! τ¯m(y, t), where τ¯m is the m-th post-
Newtonian coefficient of the energy-momentum source term, τ¯ =
∑+∞
m=−2 τ¯m/c
m. An additional important result that
needs to be mentioned is the generalized regularization prescription2,
[∇m 1|x−rA|] [∇nδ(x−rA)] ≡ 0, ∀n,m ∈ N. The
need for this kind of regularization prescription merely comes from the fact that inside a post-Newtonian expansion,
the nonlocality of the modified Einstein equations will lead to additional derivatives which act on the Newtonian
potentials. It is easy to see that in the limit m = 0 and n = 0 we recover the well known standard regularization
prescription [28, 30, 33]. We are now ready to come to the first of the two tasks mentioned in the beginning of this
subsection. In order to extract the pertinent pieces from Bαβ = H(w,2) [ταβm /(−g)] to the required order of precision,
we need first to have a closer look at the differential curvature operator H(w,2). We know [4–6] that it is essentially
composed by the potential operator function w(h, ∂) and the flat spacetime d’Alembert operator,
w(h, ∂) = −hµν∂µν + w˜(h)2− w˜(h)hµν∂µν = −h
00
2
∆+O(c−4), (9)
2 The author would like to thank Professor E. Poisson for useful comments regarding this particular issue.
6where ∂µν = ∂µ∂ν . We see that at the 1.5 post-Newtonian order of accuracy, the potential operator function w(h, ∂)
reduces to one single contribution, composed by the potential h00 = O(c−2) [22–24, 28] and the flat spacetime Laplace
operator ∆. With this in mind we can finally take up the leading four contributions of the curvature energy-momentum
tensor Bαβ,
Bαβ1 = ταβm (c−3)− ταβm (c0) h00 +O(c−4),
Bαβ2 = −
ǫ
2
∑
A
mAv
α
Av
β
A
[ ∞∑
n=0
σne(n+1)κ∆
] [
h00∆δ(y− xA)
]
+O(c−4),
Bαβ3 =
ǫκ
2
eκ2
[ w2
1− σeκ2
][ ταβm
(−g)
]
∝ w2 = O(c−4),
Bαβ4 =
ǫκ2
3!
eκ2
[ w3
1− σeκ2
][ ταβm
(−g)
]
∝ w3 = O(c−6).
(10)
The terms Bαβ3 and Bαβ4 are beyond the order of accuracy at which we aim to work at in this article because
ω2 = O(c−4) as well as ω3 = O(c−6) and τm(c0) is the matter pseudotensor at the leading order of accuracy. The time-
time component of the nonlocal Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor N00LL = G
−1(2) τ00LL, where τ
00
LL =
−7
8πG∂jV ∂
jV +O(c−2)
[23, 24, 28]. We will see in the next chapter that this term will suffice to work out the physical quantities that we are
interested in this thesis,
c−2N00LL = c
−2
[(
1− σ)τ00LL − ǫ∆τ00LL − σ ∑
m=2
κm
m!
∆mτ00LL
]
+O(c−4). (11)
This result was derived by using a series expansion of the exponential differential operator and by taking into account
that ∂0 = O(c−1). The effective Landau-Lifshitz tensor contribution was scaled by the factor c−2 for later convenience.
From the leading term we will eventually be able to recover the standard post-Newtonian field contribution [4–6].
B. The effective UV radiative quadrupole moment
We saw in Table I as well as in [4] that the IR-contribution of GΛ(2g) does not lead to noticable deviations from
general relativity on astrophysical scales. We therefore content ourselves in this subsection to work out only the UV
modified near zone radiative quadrupole moment at the 1.5 post-Newtonian order of accuracy. In a first step the
computations are performed for a system composed by isolated spinless bodies with masses mA (A ∈ N). In a second
step we rephrase these results in terms of the characteristic notation used in the context of binary systems. We know
from [4] that the radiative quadrupole moment can be decomposed into a matter Qabm and a field contribution Q
ab
LL.
In addition it was seen previously that the radiative quadrupole moment is a function of the retarded time,
Qab =
(
D − σE
)
c−2
∫
M
dx
(
N00m +N
00
LL
)
xaxb =
(
D − σE
) (
Qabm +Q
ab
LL
)
.
We also remind that the retarded time integral operators D and E originate from the modified Green function. Our
strategy will be to review the matter and field pieces separately before we finally assemble the two independent
contributions to what will be the UV modified near zone radiative quadrupole moment at the 1.5 post-Newtonian
order of accuracy.
1. The matter contribution: Qabm
We aim to review the different matter components one after the other and we will see in how far they will eventually
contribute to the 1.5 post-Newtonian result. The first contribution that needs to be carefully looked at is the following
one,
QabB1+Bh = c
−2
∫
M
dx
[
B001 + B00h00
]
xaxb = Qabm [GR] + 3σ
G
c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAmB
|xA − xB| x
a
Ax
b
A +O(c−4).
It is straightforward to see that in the limit of vanishing modification parameters, we precisely recover the usual
general relativistic contribution [22–26, 28],
lim
σ→0
QabB1+Bh = Q
ab
m [GR] =
∑
A
mA
[
1 +
v2A
2c2
+ 3
G
c2
∑
B 6=A
mB
|xA − xB|
]
xaAx
b
A +O(c−4).
7From the previous subsection we pick up the precise expression for B002 and use it inside the quadrupole integral,
QabB2 = c
−2
∫
M
dx B00A5 x
axb = 4ǫ
1 + σ
1− σ
G
c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAmB
[
rbABx
a
A
r3AB
+
raABx
b
A
r3AB
− δ
ab
rAB
]
+O(c−4). (12)
It should be noticed that although this contribution contains a sum of infinitely many derivatives, the result at
1.5 post-Newtonian order of accuracy is finite. This is due to the fact that only the lowest order derivative terms
contribute to the final result. Higher order derivative terms will lead, after partial integration(s), to contributions
that are proportional to either one of the following two relations or to both relations simultaneously,∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAm˜B ∇qδ(xA − xB) = 0, ∀q ≥ 0, ∇q[xaxb] = 0, ∀q ≥ 3. (13)
It should be noticed that surface terms, arising from partial integration, can be freely discarded in the near zone
domain [23–25, 28],
∫
∂M dS
p ∂ph
00 δ(y−xA)
|x−y| ∝ δ(R− |xA|). In addition we observe that with the use of the parameter
ǫ = σκ (dimension length-squared) the quadrupole moment has the right physical dimensions of mass times length-
squared. Similar remarks apply to the derivative contributionDαβ as it involves, here again, infinitely many derivative
terms [4, 5]. This term originates from the computational process of the nonlocal annihilation of G−1(2) with G(2)
inside the effective nonlocal energy-momentum pseudotensor [4]. The result is however finite at the order of precision
that we aim to work at in this thesis. Additional computational steps for this as well as for the previous result can
be found in the appendix A related to this subsection,
QabD = c
−2
∫
M
dx D00 xaxb = −8ǫ1 + σ
1− σ
G
c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAmB
[
xaAr
b
AB
r3AB
+
raABx
b
A
r3AB
]
. (14)
We have seen previously that the additional terms are beyond the 1.5 PN order of precision. This allows us to write
down the complete near zone matter radiative quadrupole moment in terms of the general relativistic component and
the nonlocal contribution,
Qabm =Q
ab
m [GR] +Q
ab
m [NL] +O(c−4). (15)
The precise expressions for Qabm [GR] and Q
ab
m [NL], in the context of a general n-body system, can be found in the
appendix A related to this subsection. For clarity reasons we prefer to present here only the results for a two-body
system,
Qabm [GR] = ηm
[
1 +
1
2
(1− 3η)v
2
c2
+ 3(1− 2η)Gm
c2r
]
, (16)
Qabm [NL] =
ηm
c2
[
3σ(1 − 2η)Gm
r
− 8g(ǫ, κ)
(Gm
r3
rarb +
Gm
r
δab
)]
, (17)
where m = m1 +m2 is the sum of the masses of the two isolated bodies, η = (m1m2)/(m1 +m2)
2 is a dimensionless
parameter, r = |x1 − x2| is the relative separation of the two bodies and g(σ, ǫ) = ǫ(1 + σ)/(1 − σ) is a parameter
function of dimension length-squared. Now that we have worked out the matter components to the required order of
precision we will turn our attention to the field (Landau-Lifshitz) contributions.
2. The field contribution: QabLL
In the quest of working out the near zone field contribution of the radiative quadrupole moment QabLL of generic
n-body system, we need to employ the nonlocally moified Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor NαβLL outlined previously,
QabLL = −
7
8πc2G
∫
M
dx
[
1− σeκ∆
] [
∂pV ∂
pV
]
xaxb +O(c−4), (18)
where we remind from subsection that V = (1 + σ) U is the effective Newtonian potential and U =
∑
A
mAG
|x−xA| is
the standard Newtonian potential. We would also like to recall that additional computational details for this and the
remaining computations of this subsection can be withdrawn from the appendix A related to this subsection. The
8first term is proportional to the usual general relativistic 1.5 post-Newtonian near zone field contribution QabLL[GR]
[23, 24, 28],
− 7
8πc2G
∫
M
dx ∂pV ∂
pV xaxb = − 7G
2c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
rAB
xaAx
b
A = (1 + σ)
2QLL[GR]. (19)
The second term entails, through the exponential differential operator, a sum of infinitely many derivatives [4? ],
−σ
∫
M
dx
[
eκ∆ ∂pV ∂
pV
]
xaxb = − σ
∫
M
dx
[
(1 + κ∆+
κ2
2
∆2) ∂pV ∂
pV
]
xaxb. (20)
However a careful analysis (appendix A) shows that higher order derivative terms will lead, after partial integration(s),
to contributions that are proportional to either one of the following two relations or to both relations at the same
time, ∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAm˜B ∇qδ(xA − xB) = 0, ∀q ≥ 0, ∇q[xaxb] = 0, ∀q ≥ 3. (21)
We remind that surface terms arising from partial integration can be freely discarded in the near zone. The remaining
three contributions of this second term have to be analyzed separately. A closer look reveals that the first one is very
similar to the one which has already been worked out in this subsection and leads to a contribution which is directly
proportional to the 1.5 post-Newtonian general relativistic field contribution,
− σ
∫
M
dx ∂pV ∂
pV xaxb = −σ(1 + σ)2 QLL[GR], (22)
where we remind that |σ| < 1 is a small dimensionless parameter [4? –6]. The second piece is more demanding
because it involves second order derivative terms,
−σ
∫
M
dx
[
κ∆(∂pV ∂
pV )
]
xaxb = − 2ǫ
∫
M
dx
[
(∂p∆V )(∂
pV ) + (∂m∂pV )(∂
m∂pV )
]
xaxb. (23)
In the remaining part of this paragraph we will analyse these two contributions in a more detailed way before we will
eventually assemble, in the next paragraph, the matter and field contributions. The first term is by far the easiest
one and can be solved by simple partial integration,
7ǫ
4πc2G
∫
M
dx (∂p∆V )(∂
pV ) xaxb = − 7ǫG
c2
∑
A
∑
A 6=B
m˜Am˜B
[raABxbA
r3AB
+
rbABx
a
A
r3AB
]
. (24)
This result was worked out by making use of the extended regularization prescription which was mentioned previously.
In the case of a binary system this contribution finally leads to,
− 7ǫG
c2
2∑
A=1
2∑
B 6=A=1
m˜Am˜B
[raABxbA
r3AB
+
rbABx
a
A
r3AB
]
= −14 ǫη˜m
c2
Gm
r3
rarb, (25)
where we have introduced the dimensionless quantity η˜ = (m˜1m˜2)/m
2 = (1 + σ)2η. The second term is more
sophisticated and therefore requires a much deeper analysis (appendix A),
7ǫ
4πc2G
∫
M
dx (∂m∂pV )(∂
m∂pV ) xaxb
= − 21ǫ
4πc2G
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
xaxb
|x− xA|3 |x− xB |3
+
63ǫ
4πc2G
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
(x− xA)m(x− xA)p
|x− xA|5
(x− xB)m(x− xB)p
|x− xB|5 x
axb
(26)
We see that this term splits into two separate integrals [22–25, 27, 28]. In order to evaluate these two integrals we
aim to follow the integration methods presented in [4, 23–25, 28],∫
M
dy f(y) =
∫
My
dy f(y)−
∫
∂My
r · dSf(y) + · · · . (27)
9We remind that in this context the first task is to perform the substitution y := x− xB followed by a translation of
the domain of integration,M ; My+ ∂My where the near zone domainM is defined by |x| < R,My is defined by
|y| < R and ∂My is its boundary at y = R. It is clear that the surface integral is smaller than the volume integral
by a factor r/R and the neglected terms are even smaller [4? –6]. In that perspective, we can split the first integral
into a volume contribution IabI and a surface contribution S
ab
I ,
− 21ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
xaxb
|x− xA|3 |x− xB|3 = I
ab
I − SabI + · · · , (28)
and the precise expressions for the two integrals are,
IabI = −
21ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
My
dy
(y + xB)
a (y + xB)
b
|y− rAB|3y3 ,
SabI = −
21ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
∂My
r · dS (y + xB)
a (y + xB)
b
|y− rAB|3y3 .
(29)
In the framework of a binary system the four integrals of IabI translate into (appendix A):
IabI1 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
[49
10
Gm
r3
rarb +
531
30
Gm
r
δab
]
,
IabI2 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
35
6
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabI3 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
35
6
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabI4 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
28(1− 2η)Gm
r3
rarb,
where we have used the following dimensionless η˜ = (m˜1m˜2)/m
2 = (1 + σ)2η quantity. The four surface integrals
SabI are either proportional to the near zone cut-off parameter R or merely vanish. We remind that according to
[23–25, 28] the results proportional to R will eventually be cancelled by terms coming from the wave zone and in
this sense they can be freely discarded. From a technical point of view the second integral can be solved in a very
similar way. There are however a couple of computational differences which we will point out and thoroughly discuss
as we go through the technical details. In analogy to what has been outlined for the previous computation we need
to perform a substitution of the integration variable y = x− xA together with a shift of the domain of integration,
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
(x− xA)m(x− xA)p
|x− xA|5
(x− xB)m(x− xB)p
|x− xB|5 x
axb =
IabII − SabII
63ǫG
4πc2
+ · · · , (30)
where the precise expressions for the two contributions are the following ones,
IabII =
63ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
My
dy
(y− rAB)m ym (y− rAB)p yp
|y− rAB|5 y5 (y + xB)
a (y + xB)
b,
SabII =
63ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
∂My
r · dS (y− rAB)m y
m (y− rAB)p yp
|y− rAB|5 y5 (y + xB)
a (y + xB)
b.
(31)
The detailed evaluation of these two integrals can be found in the appendix A related to this subsection [4? ]. By
making use of the STF products, we obtain in the context of a binary system, the following results for the sixteen
integrals of IabII :
IabII1 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
[
483
10
Gm
r
δab +
63
5
Gm
r3
rarb
]
,
IabII2 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
49
4
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabII3 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
49
4
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabII4 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
105
2
Gm
r3
(1 − 2η)rarb,
IabII5 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
[
344
25
Gm
r3
rarb +
179
100
Gm
r
δab
]
,
IabII6 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
1407
25
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabII7 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
1407
25
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabII8 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
147
10
Gm
r3
(1− 2η)rarb,
10
IabII9 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
[
179
50
Gm
r
δab +
344
25
Gm
r3
rarb
]
,
IabII10 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
532
25
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabII11 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
532
25
Gm
r
rarb,
IabII12 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
147
10
Gm
r3
rarb(1 − 2η),
IabII13 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
[
7489
350
Gm
r3
rarb +
7397
1050
Gm
r
δab
]
,
IabII14 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
1791
175
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabII15 = −
ǫη˜m
c2
1791
175
Gm
r3
rarb,
IabII16 = +
ǫη˜m
c2
32
5
Gm
r3
(1− 2η)rarb.
The third contribution of the exponential operator, − ǫκ2
∫
M dx ∆
2 ∂pV ∂
pV , is more strongly suppressed than the
previous ones. We saw, by construction of the model, that the parameters are, in the International System of Units
(SI), smaller than one, |σ| < 1, κ < 1 (ǫ = σκ). We will therefore not review these highly suppressed contributions
in this manuscript [4? ]. With this we can finally sum up all the different near zone field contributions, for the case
of a binary system, into one single expression,
QabLL = (1 + σ)
2(1− σ)QabLL[GR] +QabLL[NL] +O(c−4), (32)
where the 1.5 post-Newtonian general relativistic and nonlocal field contributions are of the following forms,
QabLL[GR] = −
7
2
(1− 2η)Gm
c2r
, (33)
QabLL[NL] = (1 + σ)
2 ǫηm
c2
[
A
Gm
r3
rarb +B
Gm
r3
(1− 2η)rarb + CGm
r
δab
]
. (34)
Here we have for the three numerical coefficients, A = − 1023170 , B = + 60310 and C = + 7729210 . Additional computational
details can be withdrawn from the appendix A related to this subsection.
3. The nonlocal UV radiative quadrupole moment:
In this paragraph we aim to assemble the matter and field contributions in order to obtain the total 1.5 post-
Newtonian near zone radiative quadrupole moment in the context of the UV modified theory of gravity,
Qab = Qab[GR] +Qab[NL] +O(c−4).
Taking into account the way in which the intermediate results for the matter and field contributions have been outlined
in the previous two paragraphs of this subsection, it is rather obvious that we can split the final result in a general
relativistic component followed by a nonlocal correction term,
Qab[GR] = +ηm
[
1 +
1− 3η
2
v2
c2
− 1− 2η
2
Gm
c2r
]
rarb,
Qab[NL] = −ηm
c2
[
z(σ) (1− 2η)Gm
r
rarb +
(
g(ǫ, κ)− C k
2(ǫ, κ)
ǫ
)Gm
r
δab
]
− ηm
c2
[(
g(ǫ, κ)− [A−B (1− 2η)] k2(ǫ, κ)
ǫ
)Gm
r3
rarb
]
.
For clarity and comprehensibility reasons we would like to remind that we have,
A = −10231
70
,
ǫ = σκ,
m = m1 +m2,
B = +
603
10
,
g(ǫ, κ) = 8ǫ
1 + σ
1− σ ,
z(σ) = σ/2 + σ2 + σ3,
C = +
7729
210
,
k(ǫ, κ) = ǫ (1 + σ)2,
η =
m1m2
m2
.
It should be noticed that in the limit of vanishing modification parameters (σ, κ) we recover the well known general
relativistic term [23, 24, 28] at the 1.5 post-Newtonian order of accuracy,
lim
σ→0,κ→0
Qab = Qab[GR] +O(c−4).
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In summary we saw throughout the different subsections of this chapter that we are able to recover, for any of the
quantities that we computed in the context of the nonlocal field theory of gravity, the general relativistic result in the
particular limits mentioned above.
II. CONCLUSION
We observe that corrections originating from nonlocality set in at the 1.0 post-Newtonian order of accuracy. We
saw in table I that for astrophysical systems the deviation in the coupling strength compared to standard theory
of gravity is of the order, |G − Gκ(λD)| ∼ 10−4. We remind from [6] that findings obtained in the framework of
calculations performed previously in the context of possible deviations of the perihelion precession of Mercury led
to a value for the dimensionless UV parameter, |σ| ≤ 9.3 · 10−4. It is interesting to notice that the leading order
deviation term in equation (I B 3) is proportional to z(σ) ∝ σ/2 ∼ 10−4, which coincides pretty well with the result
obtained in table I. Moreover it should be noticed that the term proportional to δab disappears after the use of the
TT-projection [23–25, 28]. For rather large κ values and short orbital separation distances (r → 0) the contribution
in ab[NL] proportional to g(ǫ, κ) r−3 could become the dominant contribution. In an binary system merging scenario
the term proportional to r−3 will eventually become the dominant piece as it will diverge more rapidly than the
remaining contributions.
Appendix A: The effective UV radiative quadrupole moment
Technical details about the derivation of the different components of the UV radiative quadrupole moment are
presented in the remaining part of this appendix-subsection.
a. The matter contribution Qabm
We will provide in this appendix-subsection further computational details regarding the different 1.5 post-Newtonian
near zone matter contributions to the radiative quadrupole moment outlined in subsection IB. The first contribution
gives rise to the usual general relativistic matter-term Qabm [GR] plus an additional term that disappears in the limit
of vanishing σ,
QabB1+Bh = c
−2
∫
M
dx
[
B001 + B00h00
]
xaxb =
∫
M
dx
∑
A
[
1 +
v2A
2c2
+ 3
G
c2
∑
B 6=A
m˜B
|x− xB |
]
δ(x − xA) +O(c−4)
=Qabm [GR] + 3σ
G
c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAmB
|xA − xB| x
a
Ax
b
A +O(c−4),
(A1)
where Qabm [GR] =
∑
AmA
(
1 +
v2A
2c2 + 3
G
c2
∑
B 6=A
mB
|xA−xB |
)
xaAx
b
A. It should be noticed from what was said in the
main body of this manuscript that the curvature energy-momentum contribution [4–6] Bαβ2 can be expanded in the
following way,
Bαβ2 = ǫ
[ ∞∑
n=0
σne(n+1)κ∆
] [
− h
00
2
∆
] [∑
A
mAv
α
Av
β
Aδ(y− xA)
]
+O(c−4)
= − ǫ
2
1
1− σ
∑
A
mAv
α
Av
β
A
[
h00
(
∆δ(y− xA)
)]
− ǫ
2
κ
(1− σ)2
∑
A
mAv
α
Av
β
A∆
[
h00
(
∆δ(y − xA)
)]
− ǫ
2
∑
A
mAv
α
Av
β
A
+∞∑
n=0
σn
+∞∑
m=2
[(n+ 1)κ]m
m!
∆m
[
h00
(
∆δ(y− xA)
)]
+O(c−4)
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We can use this term inside the quadrupole integral and we obtain obtain,
QabBA5 = c
−2
∫
M
dx B005 xaxb = ǫ
∫
M
dx
[ ∞∑
n=0
σne(n+1)κ∆
] [
− h
00
2
∆
] [∑
A
mAδ(y− xA)
]
xaxb +O(c−4)
= ǫ
1 + σ
1− σ
4G
c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAmB
[
(xA − xB)b
|xA − xB|3 x
a
A +
(xA − xB)a
|xA − xB |3 x
b
A −
δab
|xA − xB|
]
+O(c−4).
(A2)
It should be noticed that although the penultimate line of computation contains a sum of infinitely many derivatives,
the result at 1.5 post-Newtonian order of accuracy is finite. This is due to the fact that only the lowest derivative
terms in this line of computation eventually contribute to the final result. Higher order derivative terms will lead,
after partial integration(s), to contributions that are proportional to either one of the following two relations or to
both relations at the same time,∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAm˜B ∇qδ(xA − xB) = 0, ∀q ≥ 0, ∇q[xaxb] = 0, ∀q ≥ 3. (A3)
Surface terms arising from partial integration can be freely discarded in the near zone domain M : x < R,∫
∂M
dSp ∂ph
00 δ(y − rA)
|x− y| ∝ δ(R− |xA|). (A4)
The derivative contribution Dαβ at the 1.5 post-Newtonian order of accuracy becomes,
QabD = −
σ
c2
∫
M
dx D00 xaxb = − σ
∑
A
mA S(σ, κ)
∫
M
dx
[
∇2p+2n−mδ(x− xA)
][
∇mh00
]
xaxb +O(c−4)
= + ǫ
1 + σ
1− σ
8G
c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAmB
[
(xB − xA)b
|xA − xB |3 x
a
A +
(xB − xA)a
|xA − xB|3 x
b
A
]
+O(c−4),
(A5)
where S(σ, κ) was outlined in [4, 5]. It should be noticed that, although Dαβ involves infinitely many terms, this
result is the precise result at the 1.5 post-Newtonian order of accuracy. This is due to the fact that only the lowest
derivative terms in the penultimate line of computation above contribute to the final result. The lowest derivative
term acting on the Dirac distribution is obtained for n = 1, m = 1, p = 0. Higher order derivative terms will lead,
after partial integration(s), to contributions that are proportional to either one or to both relations at the same time
outlined in equation (A3). Surface terms arising from partial integration can be freely discarded in the near zone
domain as we already argued in equation (A4). This allows us to write down the complete near zone matter radiative
quadrupole moment at the 1.5 post-Newtonian order of accuracy,
Qabm =Q
ab
m [GR]− 4ǫ
1 + σ
1− σ
G
c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
mAmB
[
raABr
b
A
r3AB
+
rbABr
a
A
r3AB
+
δab
rAB
]
+ 3σ
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
raAr
b
A
rAB
+O(c−4), (A6)
for an n-body system. After having worked out the matter contribution we will turn now to the field contribution.
b. The field contribution QabLL
In the quest of working out the 1.5 post-Newtonian field contribution to the near zone radiative quadrupole moment
QabLL we have,
QabLL = c
−2
∫
M
dx N00LL x
axb = − 7
8πc2G
∫
M
dx
[
1− σeκ∆
] [
∂pV ∂
pV
]
xaxb +O(c−4) (A7)
We adopt the strategy to analyse the two remaining contributions independently one after the other. The first
term leads to a contribution that is proportional to the usual 1.5 post-Newtonian general relativistic [23, 24, 28]
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contribution,
− 7
8πc2G
∫
M
dx ∂pV ∂
pV xaxb = − 7
8πc2G
[ ∫
M
dx ∂p(V ∂
pV xaxb)−
∫
M
dx V (∇2V ) xaxb
]
− 7
8πc2G
[ ∫
M
dx V 2δab − 1
2
∫
M
dx
[
∂a(V 2xb + ∂b(V 2xa)
]]
= − 7G
2c2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
rAB
raAr
b
A −
7
2Gc2
[
R4〈V ∂pV NaN bNp〉 − R3〈V 2NaN b〉
] (A8)
It should be noticed that the result displayed above is correct only with respect to the fact that the term V 2δab
has been discarded as it will not survive a TT-projection [23, 24, 28]. Moreover it can be shown that the last two
quantities are both R dependent. By taking into account these various considerations, it can easily be seen that the
integral is proportional to the usual 1.5 post-Newtonian result (1+ σ)2QabLL. For completeness we wish to present the
binary system result before we move on to analyse the next contribution,
QabLL[GR] = −
7G
2c2
2∑
A=1
2∑
B 6=A=1
m˜Am˜B
rAB
raAr
b
A = −
7
2c2
ηm (1− 2η)Gm
r
rarb. (A9)
The second term entails, through the exponential differential operator, a sum of infinitely many derivatives,
−σ
∫
M
dx
[
eκ∆ ∂pV ∂
pV
]
xaxb = − σ
∫
M
dx
[
(1 + κ∆+
κ2
2
∆2) ∂pV ∂
pV
]
xaxb + · · · . (A10)
However a careful analysis shows that higher order derivative terms will lead, after partial integration(s), to con-
tributions that are proportional to either one of or to both relations at the same time displayed in equation (A3).
Surface terms arising from partial integration can be freely discarded in the near zone domain because of equa-
tion (A4). The remaining threes contributions of this second term have to be analysed separately. A closer look
reveals that the first one is very similar to the one which has already been worked out in this subsection and
leads to another contribution which is directly proportional to the 1.5 post-Newtonian general relativistic field
contribution,−σ ∫M dx ∂pV ∂pV xaxb = −σ(1 + σ)2 QLL[GR]. The second term is more demanding because, in
addition to the complexity encountered so far, it involves second order derivatives,
−σ
∫
M
dx
[
κ∆(∂pV ∂
pV )
]
xaxb = − 2ǫ
∫
M
dx
[
(∂p∆V )(∂
pV ) + (∂m∂pV )(∂
m∂pV )
]
xaxb. (A11)
In the remaining part of this subsection we will analyze these two contributions in a more detailed way. The first one
is by far the less demanding one and can be solved by simple partial integration,
7ǫ
4πc2G
∫
M
dx (∂p∆V )(∂
pV ) xaxb =
7ǫ
Gc2
∑
A
m˜A
∫
M
dx δ(x− xA)
[
∆V xaxb + (∂aV )xb + (∂bV )xa
]
= − 7ǫG
c2
∑
A
∑
A 6=B
m˜Am˜B
[raABxbA
r3AB
+
rbABx
a
A
r3AB
]
.
(A12)
It should be noticed that, for later convenience, we aimed to take care of the precise coefficients in front of the
integral. By making use of the regularization prescription we were able to discard the first term in this integral,∑
A
∑
B 6=A δ(xA − xB) = 0. For the case of a binary system this contribution leads to the following result,
− 7ǫG
c2
2∑
A=1
2∑
B 6=A=1
m˜Am˜B
[raABxbA
r3AB
+
rbABx
a
A
r3AB
]
= −14 ǫη˜m
c2
Gm
r3
rarb, (A13)
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where we have introduced the following dimensionless η˜ = (m˜1m˜2)/m
2 = (1 + σ)2η. The second term is more
sophisticated and therefore requires a much deeper analysis,
7ǫ
4πc2G
∫
M
dx (∂m∂pV )(∂
m∂pV ) xaxb =
7ǫ
4πc2G
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
[ −δmp
|x− xA|3 + 3
(x− xA)p (x− xA)m
|x− xA|5
]
[ −δmp
|x− xB|3 + 3
(x− xB)p (x− xB)m
|x− xB|5
]
xaxb
= − 21ǫ
4πc2G
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
xaxb
|x− xA|3 |x− xB|3
+
63ǫ
4πc2G
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
(x− xA)m(x− xA)p
|x− xA|5
(x− xB)m(x− xB)p
|x− xB|5 x
axb
(A14)
We see that this term itself splits into two separate integrals. In this regard we can split the first integral in a volume
contribution IabI and a surface contribution S
ab
I ,
− 21ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
xaxb
|x− xA|3 |x− xB|3 = I
ab
I − SabI + · · · , (A15)
where the precise expressions for the two contributions are the following ones,
IabI = −
21ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
My
dy
(y + xB)
a (y + xB)
b
|y− rAB|3y3 ,
SabI = −
21ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
∂My
r · dS (y + xB)
a (y + xB)
b
|y− rAB|3y3 .
(A16)
For clarity reasons we aim to introduce a notation which will allow us to present the important intermediate results
in a more concise way,
IabI = −
21ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B J
ab
I , S
ab
I = −
21ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B W
ab
I . (A17)
Before we work out the total eight contributions of IabI and S
ab
I we need to set in place a couple of techniques which
will be used during the computations. We will basically rely on the concepts presented in [23–25, 28] and adjust them
to our needs if necessary. The addition theorem for spherical harmonics, displayed in equation (??), will be used
extensively during the evaluation of the integral IabI ,
1
|y− rAB|3 =
1
|y|2
[
1− 1|1− | rABy |2|
] 1
|y− rAB| =
+∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
4π
2l + 1
rl<
rl+3>
Y ∗lm(nAB)Y
lm(N) +O(|rAB/y|), (A18)
in which r< := min(y, rAB), r> = max(y, rAB), N := y/y, and nAB := rAB/rAB. Another important pre-
liminary result has to be mentioned before we come to the precise computations of the four integrals of IabI ,∑l
m=−l Y
∗
lm(nAB)
∫
Ylm(N)N
〈L′〉dΩ = δl′l n
〈L〉
AB. Furthermore we define the following quantity,
N(l, n) =
∫ R
0
dy yn
rl<
rl+3>
=
−2l− 3
(n+ l + 1)(n− l− 2)r
n−2. (A19)
Last but not least we have to mention that we profusely used products of the so called symmetric tracefree tensors,
or STF tensors for short. Taking into account the various preliminary results presented above, we finally obtain for
the four integrals of JabI :
JabI1 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|3
yayb
y3
=
7π
15
raABr
b
AB
r3AB
+
83π
45
δab
rAB
,
JabI2 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|3
yarbB
y3
=
10π
9
raABr
b
B
r3AB
,
JabI3 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|3
raBy
b
y3
=
10π
9
raBr
b
AB
r3AB
,
JabI4 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|3
raBr
b
B
y3
=
16π
3
raBr
b
B
r3AB
.
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It should be noticed that, in order to avoid logarithmic divergences, the last result has been worked out by making
use of O :=
∫R
0 y
n r
l
<
rl+4>
dy = −2l−4(n+l+1)(n−l−3)r
n−3
AB . After this we can look at the four surface integrals from W
ab
I :
W abI1 =
∫
∂My
r · dS
|y− rAB|3
yayb
y3
=0,
W abI2 =
∫
∂My
r · dS
|y− rAB|3
raBy
b
y3
∝R−3,
W abI3 =
∫
∂My
r · dS
|y− rAB |3
yayb
y3
∝R−3,
W abI4 =
∫
∂My
r · dS
|y− rAB|3
raBy
b
y3
=0.
We see that the integrals either vanish or that they are proportional to the near zone cut-off parameter R. For
a binary system the four integrals of IabI are outlined in the main text of this tarticle in subsection IB. From a
technical point of view the second integral in equation (A14) (equation (26) in subsection IB) can be solved in a very
similar way. There are however a couple of computational differences which will be pointed out as we go through
the computational details. In analogy to what has been outlined for the previous computation we need to perform a
substitution of the integration variable y = x− xA together with a shift of the domain of integration,
63ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
M
dx
(x− xA)m(x− xA)p
|x− xA|5
(x− xB)m(x− xB)p
|x− xB|5 x
axb = IabII − SabII + · · ·
where the precise expressions for the two contributions are the following ones,
IabII =
63ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
My
dy
(y− rAB)m ym (y− rAB)p yp
|y− rAB|5 y5 (y + xB)
a (y + xB)
b,
SabII =
63ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B
∫
∂My
r · dS (y− rAB)m y
m (y− rAB)p yp
|y− rAB|5 y5 (y + xB)
a (y + xB)
b.
Before we aim to work out the total thirty-two contributions of IabII and S
ab
II we need to set in place a couple of
techniques which will be used during the computations. In analogy to what has been presented before, the addition
theorem for spherical harmonics this time reads as follows,
1
|y− rAB|5 =
1
|y|4
[
1− 1|1− | rABy |4|
] 1
|y− rAB|
=
+∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
4π
2l + 1
rl<
rl+5>
Y ∗lm(nAB)Y
lm(N) +O(|rAB/y|),
(A20)
in which again r< := min(y, rAB), r> = max(y, rAB), N := y/y, and nAB := rAB/rAB. Here again [23–25, 28], in
analogy to what was said previously, we define the following relation,
L(l, n) =
∫ R
0
dy yn
rl<
rl+5>
=
−2l− 5
(n+ l + 1)(n− l − 4) r
n−4. (A21)
The relations, regarding the symmetric tracefree tensors (STF tensors) employed for the previous computation directly
apply here again. For clarity reasons we wish to introduce a notation which will allow us to present the important
intermediate results in a more concise way,
IabII =
63ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B J
ab
II , S
ab
II =
63ǫG
4πc2
∑
A
∑
B 6=A
m˜Am˜B W
ab
II . (A22)
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In what follows we will work out the total thirty-two integrals by using the methods presented above,
JabII1 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
y4
y5
yayb =
[2π
5
n〈ab〉 +
5π
3
δab
]
r−1AB ,
JabII2 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
y4
y5
yarbB =
7π
9
n〈a〉rbB r
−2
AB ,
JabII3 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAb|5
y4
y5
raBy
b =
7π
9
n〈b〉raB r
−2
AB ,
JabII4 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAb|5 r
a
Br
b
B =
10π
3
raBr
b
B r
−3
AB ,
JabII5 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
y2rpAB
y5
ypyayb =
[22π
105
n〈abp〉rABp +
7π
45
(
δabnprABp + r
a
ABn
b + rbABn
a
)]
r−2AB,
JabII6 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
y2rpAB
y5
ypraBy
b =
[9π
25
n〈bp〉rABpraB +
10π
3
rbABr
a
B
]
r−3AB,
JabII7 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
y2rpAB
y5
yprbBy
a =
[9π
25
n〈ap〉rABprbB +
10π
3
raABr
b
B
]
r−3AB ,
JabII8 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
y2rpAB
y5
ypraBr
b
B =
14π
15
n〈p〉rABpraBr
b
B r
−4
AB,
JabII9 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
rABmy
my2
y5
yayb =
[22π
105
n〈abm〉rABm +
7π
45
(
δabnmrABm + r
a
ABn
b + rbABn
a
)]
r−2AB ,
JabII10 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
rABmy
my2
y5
yarbB =
[9π
25
n〈am〉rbBrABm +
10π
9
rbBr
a
AB
]
r−3AB ,
JabII11 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB |5
y2ymrABm
y5
raBy
b =
[9π
25
n〈bm〉raBrABm +
10π
9
raBr
b
AB
]
r−3AB ,
JabII12 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB |5
rABmy
my2
y5
raBr
b
B =
14π
15
raBr
b
B n
mrABmr
−4
AB,
JabII13 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB |5
rABmrABp
y5
ymypyayb = r−3AB
[
26π
189
n〈abmp〉rABmrABp +
2π
9
δabr2AB +
4π
9
raABr
b
AB+
9π
175
[
δabn〈mp〉rABmrABp + 2raABrABpn
〈bp〉 + 2rbABrABpn
〈ap〉 + r2ABn
〈ab〉
]]
,
JabII14 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB |5
rABmrABp
y5
ymypraBy
b
=
[11π
49
n〈mbp〉rABmrABpraB +
14π
75
(
rbABrABpr
a
Bn
p + r2ABr
a
Bn
b + nmrABmr
b
ABr
a
B
)]
r−4AB,
JabII15 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
rABmrABp
y5
ymyprbBy
a
=
[11π
49
n〈map〉rABmrABprbB +
14π
75
(
raABrABpr
b
Bn
p + r2ABr
b
B n
a + rABmr
a
ABr
b
Bn
m
)]
r−4AB,
JabII16 =
∫
My
dy
|y− rAB|5
rABmrABp
y5
ymypraBr
b
B =
[8π
21
n〈mp〉rABmrABpraBr
b
B +
8π
5
r2AB r
a
Br
b
B
]
r−5AB.
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It should be noticed that, in order to avoid logarithmic divergences, the last result has been worked out by making
use of O :=
∫R
0 y
n r
l
<
rl+4>
dy = −2l−4(n+l+1)(n−l−3)r
n−3
AB . These results are evaluated, in the context of binary systems, in the
main part of this thesis in subsection IB. After this we can look at the four surface integrals from W abII ,
W abII1 =
∫
∂M
rdS
y2
|y− rAB|5
y2
y5
yayb =0,
W abII2 =
∫
∂M
rdS
−rABmym
|y− rAB|5
y2
y5
yayb ∝R−3,
W abII3 =
∫
∂M
rdS
y2
|y− rAB|5
−rABpyp
y5
yayb ∝R−3,
W abII4 =
∫
∂M
rdS
−rABmym
|y− rAB|5
−rABpyp
y5
yayb ∝R−4,
W abII5 =
∫
∂M
rdS
y2
|y− rAB|5
y2
y5
raBy
b ∝R−3,
W abII6 =
∫
∂M
rdS
−rABmym
|y− rAB|5
y2
y5
raBy
b =0,
W abII7 =
∫
∂M
rdS
y2
|y− rAB|5
−rABpyp
y5
raBy
b =0,
W abII8 =
∫
∂M
rdS
−rABmym
|y− rAB|5
−rABpyp
y5
raBy
b ∝R−5,
W abII9 =
∫
∂M
rdS
y2
|y− rAB|5
y2
y5
yarbB ∝R−3,
W abII10 =
∫
∂M
rdS
−rABmym
|y− rAB|5
y2
y5
yarbB =0,
W abII11 =
∫
∂M
rdS
y2
|y− rAB|5
−rABpyp
y5
yarbB =0,
W abII12 =
∫
∂M
rdS
−rABmym
|y− rAB|5
−rABpyp
y5
yarbB ∝R−5,
W abII13 =
∫
∂M
rdS
y2
|y− rAB|5
y2
y5
raBr
b
B 0,
W abII14 =
∫
∂M
rdS
−rABmym
|y− rAB|5
y2
y5
raBr
b
B ∝R−5,
W abII15 =
∫
∂M
rdS
y2
|y− rAB|5
−rABpyp
y5
raBr
b
B ∝R−5,
W abII16 =
∫
∂M
rdS
−rABmym
|y− rAB|5
−rABpyp
y5
raBr
b
B =0.
We see that the integrals either vanish or that they are proportional to the near zone cut-off parameter R.
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